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Election Tuesday Pick Two
-

Kathie Barnard is a first
year French and Philosophy
student making her first attempt
to obtain a seat as the SAC Arts
Representative.
"disHaving
covered the problems of working
from the outside" she sees the
SAC position as a way to make
her views known.
Most immediate of her concerns is the lack of communications between SAC and the students. Miss Barnard assured the
Cord that she will do everything
in her power to bring about better
understanding. She also feels that
there should be a more relevant
council; one that would take
stands on issues such as Vietnam and Women's Liberation.
After all, "Women's Liberation
is world liberation." On other issues, she voiced approval of an oncampus pub, incorporation of the
Cord, a change in Women's Residence visiting hours and curfew
and a desire to see increased
student-faculty course decisions.
It is her hope that by being somewhat radical and therefore offering the students of WLU a distinct
choice, more involvement will
take place. She feels that, in past
elections, those seeking SAC
positions have displayed similar
points of view, and perhaps this
has been a major factor responsible for student apathy.
If elected she feels that she can
help to free the student from present exploitation.

Dave Sherwood, a first year
Honours Geography student who
entered the by-election only to
see them be acclaimed, feels that
his interest in the students is
just as strong as his predecessors.
The major issue for consideration in his mind is the need for

John Buote, second year Philosophy and Psychology student
and runner-up in the last Presidential election, is in the running
for a seat on SAC in the Arts
by-election. With the support of
Jim Lawson he hopes to concentrate on fulfilling some of the
promises he made last election.
He wants "channels of two-way
communication between Council
and students" opened. To accomplish this Buote suggests a
Complaints Committee; an ombudsman, monthly committee reports, and availability of council
members for discussion. Added
to this, he promises weekly or
monthly questions on which the
students can provide their opinions to the council.
Also included in his platform
is an investigation into the distribution of all sports equipment,
a possible co-op agreement with
UniWat to use their athletic
complex, pamphlets on legal
problems and a more comprehensive
of housing
grading
facilities. "Council could encourage more special lectures
on listening skills, how to write
exams, how to study for exams, as well as reading skills."
Since he has been a Don in residence, moderator of the Philosophy Forum, a member of the faof the Philoculty council
sophy Department, and sat on the
Graduate Committee of the same
department, he feels that he has
both the experience and the stamina to aptly fill the position.

greater rapport between students and student government.
Being a first year student he is
in a position to appreciate this,
and
he
hopes,
in a posito
tion do something about it.
In order to increase his own rapport with WLU students he plans
to live in residence; a situation
which he hopes will enable him
to broaden his understanding
of both student and administrative problems.
Another of Sherwood's concerns is the inconsistency of residence hours. Although he believes each residence should have
the right to decide upon its own
hours, he feels that the administration is perhaps applying some
discreet pressure applying some
certain residences' hours (notably, the women's) within a
certain limit.
Some
of the
development
Sherwood believes will help the
University become less of a
"suitcase" institution are the new
SUBOG building and the existence
of an on-campus pub.

John Myles is a second year
General Arts student who was a
presidential candidate in the last
election. Even though he was
unsuccessful at that time, he does
feel he has many good ideas he
feels will help create student
interest in council and in student
affairs generally. If elected,
Myles says he will, working in
conjunction with Jim Lawson, the
new president of AAC, do his
best to implement the promises
he made during the last election.
The major problem on campus
is a lack of communication not
only between council and the student body, but also the lack of
contact the student body has
with the Administration. Myles
has discussed this "communication gap" with Lawson. John
feels he has a good chance of becoming chairman of SUBOG.
Through this organization he
feels he will be able to considerably increase the students' knowledge of what is happening on
campus. Myles feels SAC should
be internally oriented—the primary task for SAC should be
WLU issues.
Myles feels he is qualified to
hold this position since he has had
practical experience in working on
student activities as chairman
of the Initiation committee this
past year.

Remember, acid melts in your mouth not in your hands...

Exams Are Coming!

NOMINATIONS OPEN
For Graduatinq Class Executive:
PRESIDENT
■
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Forms obtainable At SAC Office
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W.C.A.C. "SPRING ANNUAL"
CAR RALLY

START: Behind Women's Residence W.L.U.
First Car
REGISTRATION:
12:00 Noon
Away: 1:31 p.m.
navigaENTRY FEE: $2.00 per crew (driver
tor) 0.50 per additional passenger.
TYPE OF EVENT: Novice with a good variety of simple instructions.
&

c
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Sunday, March 15, 1970
LENGTH: Approx. 100 miles
DURATION: About 4 hours including

T

a

lunch

stop

PRIZES: Trophies to the top 10% of the finishers.
FOR INFORMATION CALL 578-2868 or 578-2454
NAVIGATIONAL AIDS: A Regular & a Metric
Huler

Are you worried and uptight about the upcoming
exams? Does anxiety interfere with your performance
on tests?
Mrs. Jeri Wine of the University of Waterloo Psychology Department is providing an opportunity for
students anxious about exams to participate in a research treatment programme. Beginning next week
and continuing for three weeks, on a twice weekly
basis. Timetables will be worked out with each student to fit in with their class schedule. A total of four
groups will be formed.
Members of the counselling staff of WLU recommend that students take advantage of the opportunity
to improve their marks.
TT
Interested students Should contact the University
of Waterloo, 744-6111, Ext. 2655 (the counselling office)
and make an appointment With the Secretary OT if
yOU have any questions Call Or See Mr. Wark of WLUs
counselling staff, in 2C12, Ext. 338.
i
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SPIEL
Sitting in an atmosphere of
depressed euphoria you have
thought and thought and thought
Where is this world heading you
ask yourself? If we are to proceed along the present path we
are following then there will be
no earth to live on you ponder.
Then you think; well "the people"
will solve all our problems, just
sit and wait. But "the people"
are waiting to. There is not time.
How about a revolution?
"Thousand
upon
thousands
of martyrs have heroically laid
down their lives for the people;
let us hold our banner high and
march ahead along the path
crimson with their blood". This
statement was made by Mao
Tse-Tung in a speech "on Coalition Government" on April 24,
1945. To me these revolutionary
leaders have an organized plan.
They know that change must be
effected and they know, if perhaps only roughly, how to go
about it. One person out of
thousand has this charisma and
characteristics
to
enhancing
lead a revolution. One of those
who failed to muster a success-

ful revolution while he was alive
but perhaps has created a more
powerful and sympathetic following as a martyr was Che
Guevare. Fidel Castro in the
introduction to The Dairy of
Che Guevare noted Che's speech
to the The Tricontinental Congress;" To die under the flag of
Vietnam,
Of Venezuela,
of
Guatemala, of Laos, Of Guinea,
of Columbia, of Bolivia —to name
a few scenes of today's armed
struggle—would
be
equally
glorious for an American an
Asian, an African, even a European. Each spilt drop of blood,
in any country under whose
flag one has not been born, is
an experience passed on to those
who survive, to be added later
to the liberation of his own country. And each nation liberated
is a phase won in the battle for
the liberation of one's own country."
If this country or this world
for that matter to correct its
problems is a violent revolution
the only or correct answer you
ask yourselves? You hope it is
not. And then you think some

by Shane Belknap

than ourselves can benefit? The
most important positive advance I can see is one in which

more. The world is in the hands
of the minority. The word majority is a myth. Instead most
people are "sit back and let
others participate types". While
a small group of people shoot
out ideas and are active the
bulk of the people rubber stamp
their actions or if they object
they mildly pound their fist
on the dinner table in a fit of
protest. The minority are "the
real people" while the rest are
sheep led on by a large ring in
their nose.
It is unfortunate that the
change which is so necessary
can't be promoted with the participation and interest of the apathetic herd. Perhps the charisma of a leader such as Mao
or the violence of Che is not a
necessary
characteristic
of
change or revolution. With us
living in a democratic heritage
why can't there be a democratic revolution? A movement that
has been decided upon by everyone that it will effect. Is it too
idealistic a thought to believe
that we are not willing to accept
a change in which other people

Thinking.

SPECIAL OFFER

every person desires or is allowed to demonstrate his opinion.
The Chicago conspiracy trial
shows the political power over

expression and protest of individual opinion. Although

the ideas

of Abbie Hoffman towards revolution may seem irresponsible
and senseless he has the right
to voice his opinion. The problem is that his actions are not
countered by
enough people
for or against him so that action
then can safely be made by
the established political machinery who have put Hoffman in
jail for five years hampering
any positive progress of necessary change. Although Hoffman
may not be a revolutionary
leader, as Mao Tse-Tung or Che
Guevara are, in his book Revolution for the Hell of it he put
the question forth of his political
relevancy; "well when you ask
a question like that you trigger
off umpteen
responses in my
head. I believe in the politics
of ectasy." Although his tactics
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About Law School?
You have recently received in
the mail details about the
supplemental
life
insurance
program. For more details
contact:

are not organized he does in a
way point out very colourfully the
shortcomings of American society. The fact that he is participating is the important point
and the fact that he was put in
jail is one of the first changes
that should be worked on.
So many thoughts about what
is happened can really depress
you. But does sitting and thinking about them really accomplish anything? At least some
sort of active participation in
the necessary revolution will
take your mind off your depression and perhaps if you are
hopeful about any progress in
change this involvement will
help pull you out. Hoffman sums
up the present way of thinking,
especially in the United States
again in his book Revolution for
the Hell of it when he mentions
that "our revolution is close to
two hundred years old and you
have pay tens cents to take
a shit in a train station while
we spend thirty billion dollars
in Vietnam, to say nothing of
those ten million poor." The
idea that revolution is necessary sends a chill down your
spine but if you think about it
this is the only way the world
will survive from extinction.

Need A

Summer Job?

Prof. s.R. Fodden, Osgoode Hall

FRIDAY MARCH 13, 1970

Are you interested in stimulating,
gainful employment which could
double your summer earnings?

2C4

Contact:
KAN CHHATWAL
576-4006 after 5

Assistant Business Manager
D
B ard 112 Pubs

Canadian Premier Life
158 University Ave. W.,
Mgr. Fred O'Robko
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Submit Resumes To
Borys Mykula

WATCH OUT!

BOARD OF EDUCATION

Driving range
opening soon

for

LAKEHEAD SECONDARY
SCHOOLS

WE ALSO FEATURE

Drastically

BAR-B-QUED
PIGTAILS

will be on campus
WED. MARCH 11,1970
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For A Tasty Delight

Please contact Placement Office
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inter-disciplinary search for solutions
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Direct entry to better-than-average graduates from an Honours course in a Social
Science or History, a course in Law, or a
four-year course in Business Administra-
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(Freeport Rd.)
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and more
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Overkill —The Far Right
Bitch, bitch, bitch. Students
have traditionally bitched more
than any Army dogface; sometimes with good reasons-sometimes without. Lately, student
attention has turned towards the

food served in the Dining Hall.
So many of the students have had
something to say about the
quality or quantity of the food,
that there is neither room to
print it here or a censor board
that would allow me to. Although
the food is so often of poor quality,
repetitive and lacking in quantity
it is possibly nourishing and
filling. I think we'll all agfee
that there are problems in trying to satisfy the palates of 850
students who eat or at least
waste their meals in the Dining
Hall.
There is a way however to get
around the problem; sell your

mealcard. The going rate is about
$1 a day, which means the student who buys the card for $45
from the Administration loses
$15 each month. Perhaps some-

thing can be done by the people
in charge to remedy this. And
the chance is coming soon.
On March 12, the first meeting
of the Ancillary Committee will
take place. Composed of Dean
Nichols, the heads of Maintenance, Parking and Dining Hall;
will meet with student reps
from each residence, and students at large. Their first topic
of discussion will be the sad
state of affairs in the Dining Hall.
Individual notes left on your
trays on the conveyor belt do
little. In fact they're a nuisance
and belittling of our presupposed
intelligence. They only serve to
annoy the kitchen staff-and who

by J. Rudnick

ends up paying

the piper?

We

do.
This

reporter then suggests
that if you have any complaints
or rather constructive criticism,
see your residence representative. He is your voice on this
Committee, and will attempt
to work with the Administration
on student problems. Not only
will this Committee deal with
the food problem, but with student fees and other gripes and
complaints.

See your rep and air your
views. Constructive complaining can accomplish something
here and now with the food problem. Do something. Or shutup
and
have another macaroni
casserole—with tomato sauce,
or cheese, with rice, or whatever is left over from yesterday.
Yeechhhhhhh!!!

Wagner Named Director of Grad Studies
Dr. Norman E. Wagner, a Wat-

erloo Lutheran University faculty member since 1962, is the
university's first Director of
Graduate Studies and University
Research, a senior position.
The appointment to the newly
created position was announced by Dr. P. Basil Healey, VicePresident: Academic. He added
that Dr. Wagner has relinquished his position as Acting Director of the School of Religion and
Culture to undertake the new
responsibilities but will continue
to do some teaching.
He will continue to stimulate
research on our campus, assist
the co-ordination of all our
graduate programs and aid in
discussions with other universities," Dr. Healey said.

He added that the appointment will allow Dr. Neale Tayler,
Dean of Arts and Science to
devote his full-time to under-i
graduate responsibilities. Until
now, he had assumed added duties in graduate studies.

Dr. Wagner, a leading Canadian scholar, received his Ph. D.
degree in Near Eastern Studies
from the University of Toronto.
In 1968 he was named Co-Ordinator of Faculty Research,
a reflection of the university's
growing commitment in this
area. Dr. Wagner is a founding
member of the Canadian Society
for International Archaeology,
the Canadian Society of Biblical
Studies and has directed archaeological field work in the Near
East.
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Dr. Norman E. Wagner, WLUs first
director of grad studies.

Honest!, my name is

!

as terrible ticket tester tests ticket.

Editorial
by Steve Young

There has been a rumour to
the effect that several meal
cards have been seized because
of the owners' dishonest use
of them. This is true to the extent
that six cards have been confiscated, since they were reported
lost by their owners.
Despite the fact that it is
common practise for the cafeteria staff to remove from
circulation cards which have
been reported lost, it is only
now that such grossly exaggerated reports have stirred up
controversy
over
the
any
subject. It would almost appear
that there is a malcontent force
behind these rumours, which
have appeared upon the scene
so suddenly.
Perhaps it is because some
students are a little indignant
that they cannot continue to

practise their graft in complete
security, immune from investigation. Apparently, it has become
a lucrative enterprise to "lose"
one's meal card and get a replacement for the bargain price
of only $5.00. In this way, these
amateur black-marketeers can
have their meals and eat them
too. The apprehending of those
"innocent students" must seem
like a worthy cause for our student activists, or at least to
someone, who have gone to such
lengths to stir up as much trouble as they can.
If someone is so desperate for
some way in which to attack
that they
the administration
are spreading rumours about
it apprehending petty thiefs,
then it can only be said that the
state of the student activists
must be pretty sad.

Short Course in Politics
by Geoffrey Smith

On February 19, students of
senior politics class arrived
in Ottawa to begin a two day
study of the government in operation. Guided by Dr. John
Redekop and Robert Thompson (a professor at WLU and
Member of parliment from Red
Deer) the members of the group
toured
various
departments
and met with various members
of parliament and officials. At
2 p.m the group gathered in the
galleries to observe the preafternoon
ceding
questioning
period. It is during this time
that the opposition has an opportunity to challenge the government with
questions concerning the interests of Canadians
and strengthen the positions of
parties in the House through
manoeuvers.
After
political
the question period the prime
minister was caught by the
worthy band on the way to his
office. For a few minutes the
prime minister spoke directly
to the students and then parted
with a statement in which
he inquired of the groups opinion on the government tendency
to embrace presidentialism.
Later that afternoon the minister of indian affairs met
with interested students to discuss the white paper and Indians
for a few minutes.
A brief discussion with Roba

New B of P
Last Wednesday, five new
Board of Publications members
were appointed. They were Bill
Scott, as the Chairman of the
Board, Borys Mikula as Business Manager, Dave Glandfield
as Photo Editor, Tim Tibbs as
Editor of the Students Directory, Mike Parker as Ad Manager, and Stephen Young as
Editor of Chiaroscuro.

ert Thompson followed and then
an informal dialog over coffee
with Max Saltsman (PM for
Waterloo). Minister Saltzman,
an NDP member, gave analytic and direct answers to many
questions the students asked.
The students wish to thank
Mr. Saltzman and the other
members of parliament for
their time.
The students were invited by
Mr. Thompson for supper at the
parliamentary restaurant. Mr.
Thompson on the way to the
cabinet table where the students
were to sit, introduced the honourable John Diefenbaker to inA
superb
terested students.
meal followed. As most of the
day had been taken up with discussing politics, Mr. Thompson
consented to provide a historical
tour of the centre block. Confederation Hall, the Reading
Room, the Railway Committee
Room, the Parliamentary Library and the Senate, comprised
the major part of the tour. With
a noticeable sense of pride Mr.
Thompson related many interesting facets of each room that
could not have been enjoyed
except when coming from a
member of parliament. The extensive tour ended approximate-

ly nine p.m. and at which time
the students dispersed to meet
with members of the civil service with whom they were accommodated and to spend a few
hours socializing.
Friday morning the students
again visited the House of Commons for the morning question
period. The more fortunate students sat in the Liberal Gallery
which faces the Cabinet. At 12
o'clock' the students left on the
diverging paths. Some attended the luncheon of the Ontario
Liberal Party Convention at the
National Arts Centre. At that
time the PM signed a few autographs and then proceeded to
address his party for several
Nixon, the
minutes.
Robert
leader of the Ontario Liberal
Party spoke briefly to the students. Other students, left to
their won devices, toured the
office of the speaker of the
Senate: others met Trudeau's
private secretary, Marion MacDonald, for a short chat and a
tour of the PM's private office.
The WLU political
science
students officially ended their
SAC Prez, Lawson, viewing over 800 signatures on Booze in Residence
study at 4 pm. However, while
petition.
Hopefully it will mean something to the Administration.
some left Ottawa others remained to serve as delegates to the
Liberal Convention.
ect. Apparently, it was upon
med in their faces, and the RCMP
announcing their position and departed from his life—but not
the nature of their visit that the
forever. It seems that Mr. X
investigators were ordered to
suspects he has been followed to
vacate
the premisses immediateand
from work for a week.
Hearst
ly. Mr. X then informed the officers that in a democracy, a
ployment repercussions) recentCurrent information re: studperson s political beliefs are his
ly sent a cheque to the Black
ent flights to Europe includown; and if they wanted to play
Panther Party in Oakland, and
ing Eurail pass, student card.
at that game they should have
it seems that somehow the cheque
Student tours may be obtainfell into the hands of the FBI been around thirty years ago
Germany—Hitler
in
who wasted no time in delivered from the Secretary of the
could have
ing the name of Mr. X, the used their kind of minds. The
SAC Office.
door was then promptly slamcriminal, to their Canadian cohorts—the RCMP. Not neglecting
their duty of keeping the world
Support your local police-bribe a cop today
safe for facism, the RCMP paid
a friendly visit on their sus-

RCMP-FBI conspiracy
by Mike

This past weekend it was
brought to our attention that noone's political beliefs are safe
from the watchful scrutiny of
the RCMP or the FBI; and we
think this is a situation of which
we should all be made aware
and about which we should all
be concerned.
A well known associate of the
Cord staff (who shall remain
anonymous for reasons of em-
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Caustic Apology
I do hereby swear on bended knee that I, Tonu Aun,
am solely responsible for the horrible picture on page
10 of last weeks Cord. John Dunn knew nothing about the
picture or the article before their publication—other
than he attended the stag.
I do apologize to Al Wilson, the Cord's Business Editor,
for publishing the picture without his knowledge or consent. I circumvented his authority and for this I deserve
censure. Any trouble this might have caused Al, I do
apologize for.
I will not apologize for the inclusion of the picture however. An integral part of the stag was a stripper that is
fact. Individuals who attend such affairs do not have the
"right" to censor and therby omit "nasty" things about
themselves. If you attend, you are sanctioning the affair
it's
and the "lustful" unclothing of women. Baby
luck
to
be
a
if you happen
tough
hypocrite.
-

-

Too Much
The work load, she is starting to pile MUCHO higher
and/or deeper. The situation has become just a mite
tense for your Editor-in Chief. (Marvelous understatement. eh Ecies dept.?) We (yeah editorial we) have
already over-reached the point where we cannot spend
any more time on the Cord; psychic income or no psychic
income. Thusly reasoned, so forth, etc., the next issue
of your favorite family rag (March 13) will be published
in its entirety by Lindsay Shiels, the managing editor.
That issue will be the last regular issue of the Cord for
this year. Your erstwhile editor, however, promises to
return (tough luck) to publish a super-special issue towards the beginning of April. In addition . . (don't salivate yet, the bell hasn't rung!).
in addition, if the gods
(Weir et al) are willing and kind, the editor will return
next year to once again fill your apathetic minds. Chow,
for a while.
.

..

What the World Needs

Now is...HAIR
by Peter Cumming
Tabby Johnson (who sings
and dances in Toronto's production of HAIR) and Paul Ryan
(who is "Woof" in the same production) and peter cumming

has not seen HAIR, and
suspects that because it is so
popular it must be naive to suit
the taste of the masses) are
sitting in a room together. They
are tired, probably because so
many people have been asking
them questions; I am skeptical,
probably because I know nothing
about HAIR. Where is an interview supposed to go from there,
(who

eh?
I will not give you my opinions on HAIR until I see the
show. But I can tell you what I
learned about these two young
members of the Mississauga tribe
(that is, the cast of HAIR Toronto-style), Tabby and Paul.
Sincerity and belief in what they
are doing replace any suspecions
I had that the two might be
overly naive, or merely cultish,
or merely mouthpieces for jargon.
HAIR is a highly contagious

religiousphilosphicalmusicaltheatricalove phenomenon
whose
tribes are taking over every
part of the world with their
"philosophy of nonviolence, love,
exploration of the senses, and
demonstrative rejection of materialism".
HAIR TORONTO is unique in
many ways and as Tabby says

"We're
the best."
honestly,
It opened in Toronto's Royal
Alexandra Theatre on January
II and by now over 80,000
people have seen it. The coauthors of HAIR, Gerome Ragni
and James Rado are the co-directors of Toronto's production.
The Toronto cast is larger than
Broadway's, the Toronto production is longer, some of the songs
have been altered some of the
dances have been restaged, and
the authors have even added a
new song.
HAIR TORONTO may be the
best HAIR (and many think that
it is) but is HAIR the best show

Suicides and attempts at suicide fascinate me—not that your
beloved columnist wants to die:
life is far too depressing for that.
I mean to look at this act as a
social phenomenon in western
culture. In the East, suicide is
honourable, in the West, suicide
is dastardly and illegal.
Yet there are so many ways
people attempt suicide every
day without knowing it, such as
excess smoking which ultimately leads to cancer, cleaning
your favourite pistol with all
chambers loaded, trying to hopscotch across MacDonald-Cartier
Expressway to pick up a dime,
etc. However, these are socially
acceptable; direct methods are
not.
Your misanthropic columnist

is not going to write about the
psychology of suicides, as more
competent experts have exhausted this area. He is not even going
to plea to a potential suicide why
he should not do it.
Dear readers, I take a different stand. Man has the right to
live, why does not man have the
right to die? As long as the person does not make too much of
a nuisance to others, let him
kill himself.
So to the potential suicide, and
other "normal" peoples permit
me to tell you some interesting
ways "how" to do it. Not that
anybody with a fraction of his
faculty left would want to try
them all out. This is analogous
to consumers of sex manuals;
they never try them out, just

What —Another Petition?
The following petition will be circulated on campus starting today. The petition was drafted by Ali Al-tikriti a
first year arts Student at WLU. For Ali the issue is more
than academic. Following the last "trial" one of Altikritis' second cousins was executed. The current trial
will strike even closer to his heart. Ali's sister is one of
those indicted. Political trials are reprehensive-political
assassinations are intolerable. Support his petition!
We the
students
and faculty
undersigned
members of Waterloo Lutheran University protest the cruel executions which have been taking place in Iraq. We demand that the government of Iraq stop these executions immediately.
Our motives are
but humanitnot political
arian. We understand that a government has
the right to protect itself, however, a government which silences its opponents by executing
them loses its legitimacy.

Buildings
The Committee on Guidelines for
naming Buildings on Campus
presented a report to the Board
of Governors.
The following
guidelines were accepted—
That the University buildings
be named in order of preference
after people, historical events,
geographic regions, or function-

That, in the case of people,
choice be based on merit and
that it be a memorial.
That the Executive Committee
of the Board of Governors receive nominations and make recommendations to the Board.
The Executive Committee oi
the Board would be pleased to
accept recommendations from
the faculty members and students
for the naming of specific build-

al uses.

ings on campus.

of its type around? The imita-

audition seven separate times,
until now when they perform so
many times a week (and they
have no real understudies to always back them up), they really
only know the people in their

tion

commercial
band-wagon
successes which followed
on
Hair's heels may also have something to say for themselves.
Tabby seems to think that many
of the other shows have become
gross, depending only on shock
value. HAIR, on the other hand,
she thinks is the only one that is
really trying to mean anything.
HAIR is almost a plea, she
says, for peace and happiness.
(Witness
AQUARIUS'S words:
"harmony and understanding").
What does Hair mean to these
people, so involved in it? First
of all,it is a way of life for both
of them. They live Hair. From
the time that they first had to

tribe. Knowing these people,
for them is being very open
with everybody in the tribal
family. What will it be like
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Applications for the position
of Chairman of Winter Carnival will be accepted up to
March 11, 1970. Submit ap-

plications to Winter Carnival

Office.

read for the hell of it.
Jumping off high buildings is
dangerous. The natural instinct
for survival is so heightened
(pardon the pun) that people just
don't care enough to jump.
Those who do generally go feet
first: not too good, as the legs
absorb some of the velocity on
impact. If it is a low building,
you may only lose your legs, and
live a long time with internal
hemorrhages. Try doing the swan
dive, or a cannon ball dive (you
can practise up on this at the Y
pool and diving board to perfect
your technique.)
The hypodermic syringe with
egg-whites or just air is haphazard. It leaves time for you to
think twice, and thinking twice
about so personal a problem
will never do. Moreover, with
the vial of air in your veins,
which will cause a giant blood
clot in your arteries, may not
reach the heart. The clot may
the brain area,
be blocked in
or a limb area which will only
make you lose part of yourself.
You don't want to be an invalid:
you want to die.
Hanging is not much fun either,
the homeade noose tends to
strangle slowly rather than a
quick snap of the neck. Strangulation takes approximately ten
minutes, while you gasp for
breath, your face turning blue,
and your bloated tongue sticking
out of your month. A ghastly thing
for the mortician to make you
presentable at the funeral parlor.
Oh, yes, because of the pressure,
your eyes will pop out of proportion.
Lastly, here are the two most
popular methods: the aspirin
trick and slash-the-wrist method.
The aspirin trick is the method
whereupon you want time to
cop out before it is too late. A
female way, because this method
tends to leave the body presentable, without much mutilation.
A very vain way.
The slash-the-wrist way should
be done with a sharp instrument
along the arteries for maximum
effect. This uncouth method of
unjudiciously aiming at the
wrist cuts too much flesh and
not enough arteries; moreover,
blood tends to clot faster, which
makes it harder to die. Best
way is to have running warm
water on your wrists, so the blood
will not clot.
To make sure, try a combination of methods. Don't take unnecessary chances.
By. now, if you are still reading this tasteless, vulgar, etc.
column, you are repelled by the
thought of suicide. Death is never pleasant; it is outright revolting. You may also think that
the columnist is a bit nutty to
write this column. Well, kiddo,
it is high time you got the romantic and idealistic notions of
life out of you, and face reality.

by

Dan O'Neill
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Race Against Extinction
by David Lyle

In the seventh century, according to the records of the Church
of Mayo, two kings of Erin summoned the principal clergy and
laity to a council at Tern or a, in consequence of a general
dearth, the land not being sufficient to support the increasing
population. The chiefs...decreed that a fast should be observed
both by clergy and laity so that they might with one accord
solicit God to prayer to remove by some species of pestilence
the burthensome multitudes of the inferior people.... St. Gerald and his associates suggested that it would be more conformable to the Divine Nature and not more difficult to multiply the fruits of the earth than to destroy its inhabitants. An
amendment was accordingly moved "to supplicate the Almighty not to reduce the number of men till it answered the
quantity of corn usually produced, but to increase the produce
of the land so that it might satisfy the wants of the people."
However, the nobles and clergy, headed by St. Fechin, bore
down the opposition and called for a pestilence on the lower
orders of the people. According to the records a pestilence
was given, which included in its ravages the authors of the
petition, the two kings who had summoned the convention,
with St. Fechin, the King of Ulster and Munster and a third of
the nobles concerned
—A Treatise on Plague, by W.J. Simpson

In a year of poor harvest, the weight of the burthensome
multitudes lies heavy upon the shoulders of the affluent.
My grandfather had a book that his father gave him, presented upon his reaching young manhood; and whether it
was given with a kind word or a black look, I can't say, but
the title was Where to Emigrate and Why. My grandfather
headed West—this at a time when emigration remained
plausible for young men found to be surplus upon the home
ground.
Today the crowd is global. There is no place to go. There
has never been such a crowd, and in no time at all now, it's
going to be twice as big. As for man's efforts to cope, the
performance of St. Fechin suggests a certain lack of promise. Perhaps the mildest we can hope for is the suggestion
of a prominent anthropologist that birth-control agents be
applied liberally to the public water supply.
The case is this: Fifteen thousand years ago the earth
probably held fewer people than New York City does today.
The population doubled slowly at that time—say every forty thousand years. Today there are more than three billion
people in the world and the rate of increase is almost a
thousand times greater. Doubling occurs in less than forty
years.
On a graph the human population line now rises almost
vertically, which will not continue—there must be leveling
off or decline. Leveling seems rational. Decline can be a
landslide, as the history of the Irish and the lemming imply.
The critical period near a population peak is likely to be a
time of anxiety, of extreme unease. Thus President Johnson told the troops in Korea last year: "Don't forget, there
are only two hundred million of us in the world of three
billion. They want what we've got and we aren't going to
give it to them." (Quoted by John Gerassi, in The New
York Review of Books.)

In the United States a huge majority sees population as
infinitely less threatening than crime and communism.
Population crisis in America tends to become a cliche—a
joke in the newspapers about standing room only in the
year 2600. After which the matter may be dismissed—possibly it's something the Chinese are up to.
A few—the ecologically-minded, some Senators and scientists and academicians—cry out that growth and change
are tearing the world apart. But on television the audience t
cheers a father of ten; and in Washington the political leadership continues heavily occupied in the shadows, scuffling with crime and communism, hustling money for de-

fense and space and the war, and plotting ways to insure
more growth and change.
Population increase and technological change are immense forces driving the world ahead at an accelerating
pace into a turbulent and highly uncertain future. The effect
of these forces upon the United States is already profound;
no Island of Affluence or Fortress America notions are
likely for long to fend off the future, or to make a particle of
difference in the logic of vertical increase.
To grasp the implications, look first at the world that remains poor, then at the changes wrought in man and animal
by extreme crowding, and finally at the consequences in the
U.S.
Begin with India.

I: City of the Future
At Sealdah Station. Calcutta, misery radiates outward...
dusty streets straggle away in every direction lined with tiny
shacks built of metal scraps, pieces of old baskets, strips of
wood, and gunnysacks. In the dark interiors of the shacks,
small fires glow through the smoke, and dark faces gaze out
at children playing in the urinous-smelling, fly-infested
streets. In a few years the children who survive.. will grow
taller and thinner and stand in the streets like ragged skeletons, barefoot, hollow-eyed, blinking their apathetic stares
out of grey, dusty faces...Calcutta today...swollen by millions
of refugees until the streets are spotted with their sleeping bodies... may very well represent the City of the Future.
Philip Appleman, in The Silent Explosion
.

—

In Calcutta six hundred thousand people sleep, eat, live in
the streets—lacking even the shacks Appleman saw at Sealdah Station. The American visitor sees these thousands lying upon the ground "like little bundles of rags"; sees
"women huddling over little piles of manure, patting it into
cakes for fuel; children competing with dogs for refuse"—
and reacts with shock and revulsion. A student told Appleman, "I wanted to run away, to weep. I was disgusted,
horrified, saddened...."
Calcutta stands for three worldwide forces—burgeoning
population; food shortage; a torrent of migration to the
cities.
Today there are about five hundred million people in India. In thirty years or so there may well be one billion. Most
Indians live in rural villages—but the villages are overflowing. The surrounding lands no longer produce enough food.
The excess population drifts into the big coastal cities
where there is hope of food; Calcutta has become an immense breadline where the starving from the countryside
gather to feed on grain from American ships.
The vision of six hundred thousand people lying in the
streets at night—a prostrate breadline waiting for Midwestern grain—must be burned into the mind if the fate of
the third world (and of the United States) is to assume
reality. Because as the population rises, the supply of grain
is running out. This is true not only for India but for twothirds of the human population. All over the third world the
City of the Future is a place where the rural poor gather to
await the grain handout from abroad, while it lasts.
From Calcutta, draw the implications for the third (socalled "underdeveloped") world—briefly, as follows:
The 1960 population of the developed world was about
900,000,000: that oi the third world ran over 2,000,000,000.
The agricultural land resources of the two parts of the
world are approximately equal.
By the year 2000—in less than thirty-three years—the
developed world must feed 1,300,000,000 on its half of the
•

•

•
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world's croplands. The third world will have to feed
about 5,000,000,000 people on its half.
• The industrial states have moved on to highyield agriculture, getting maximum production
from the land. The third world must make the same
transition-but there very well may not be time to
ma\.~ \\. ~\1:rt~ ma'S.'S. \am\\\~ 'S.~\s \\\.

The bind is this: There is a desperate nee~;! to cut
population growth and to raise food production
within the next three decades. The most urgent
period will be the ten or fifteen years immediately
ahead. All right, then, say the hopeful-birth control; but Cora Du Bois, an anthropologist with
much experience in India, reports that " ... any
effective reduction of population growth among
heavily breeding rural populations is not foreseeable in less than possibly fifty years. I believe this
is a questio,n on which it is wise to have no illusions."
Nor is the prospect for rapid increase in food supply much brighter. On the contrary, according to
Lester R. Brown, an economist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture : "The food problem emerging in the less-developed regions may be one of
the most nearly insoluble problems facing man
over the next few decades .''
There are, nevertheless , a few optimists. Some
talk of farming the sea, eating plankton ; but this
will not help anyone soon. Anyway, says William
Vogt, who is experienced, "Few of the people who
advocate this, I am sure, have tasted plankton ... "
Recently, an optimist of some renown appearedDonald J. Bogue, a sociologist at the University of
Chicago. He said the United Nations' projections
of about six billion people by the year 2000 are exaggerated ; Dr. Bogue predicted a rapid decline in
growth after 1975. The immediate reaction of his
colleagues was disappointing. Dr. Bogue said,
"Most were angry . I found no one who agreed with
me.''

Perhaps the most disturbing thing about the present world-population situation, as Dr. Bogue himself suggested, is the almost uniformly pessimistic
outlook of so many very capable people who have
examined the matter closely. Lloyd V. Berkner, a
leading American scientist, remarked that in the
third world , " We are probably already beyond the
point at which a sensible solution is possible. " Eugene R. Black, when he was president of the World
Bank, said, " We are coming to a situation in which
the optimist will be the man who thinks that present living standards can be maintained.''
Dr. B.R. Sen , Director-General of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, has said,
" The next thirty-five years ...will be a most critical
period in man's history. Either we take the fullest
measures to raise productivity and to stabilize
population growth , or we will face disaster of an
unprecedented magnitude. We must be warned ... of
unlimited disaster.''
In Pakistan, President Ayub said in 1964, "In ten
years' time, human beings will eat human beings
in Pakistan. '
The third world, then, is in acute danger of entering into a descending spiral where each successive failure reinforces the last in a descent toward
chaos. The process may have begun. There is a tendency in the U.S. to believe it will be possible to isolate ourselves from this, retreat into the land of affluen~e. For a while perhaps.
Consider this: As of 1954 the United States was
using about fifty percent of the raw material resources consumed in the world each year. The rate
of consumption has been rising and by 1980 the U.S.
could be consuming more than eighty-three percent
of the total.
Today the U.S . is a net importer of goods. Its reliance on foreign trade grows each year. The third
world, in the meantime, sees industrialization as
the road to salvation ; its demand for raw material
can be expected to accelerate. Today we can soothe
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the hungry by offering a certain amount of food and
aid. Tomorrow we will be competing for raw material and there will be no spare food to offer.
The prospect i~ not bright. As Professor Harold
A. Thomas, Jr. of Harvard's Center for Population
Studies put it, '' ...unle~s we engage ourselves today
in problems of development of the poor nations, the
conditions under which we live during the next two
generations may not be attractive. The fuel required to sustain our mammoth technological apparatus may constitute a gross drain on the resources of
the earth. Other societies cannot be expected to regard this favorably. A vista of an enclave of privilege in an isolated West is not pleasant to contemplate. Wise and human political institutions do not
thrive in beleaguered citadels.''

II: The Mouse Explosion
Mica were generated and "boiled over" the towns
end fields in the midst of thet region, end there wes e
confusion of greet deeth in the lend.
-Vulgate 1, Kings, v. 6

The periodic, vast increase in numbers of field
mice is a peculiar and ancient phenomenon, and
men have long feared it.. In the cult of Apollo this
fear gave rise to religious ceremonies-the keepers
of Apollo's temple kept tame mice in the sanctuary
and a colony of them beneath the altar.
Aristotle was astounded by the capacity of mice
to increase. " The rate of propagation of field mice
in country places, and the destruction that they
cause, are beyond all telling. In many places their
number is so incalculable that but very little of the
corn crop is left to the farmer; and so rapid is their
mode of proceeding that sometimes a small farmer
will one day observe that it is time for reaping, and
on the following morning, when he takes his reapers
afield, he finds his entire crop devoured . Their disappearance is unaccountable: in a few days not a
mouse will be there to be seen ..."
The mouse horde has for centuries represented
a serious problem in Europe. Charles Elton, the director of the Bureau of Animal Population at Oxford, has described one historic outbreak in
Fran~e: " ... an impressive picture of insurgent subterranean activity, of devastation breaking like a
flood upon the crops . All man 's vigilance and care
are taxed by the multitude of small, swift, flitting
forms that infest the ground and devour all living
plants. Poison, plowing, fumigation , trenches , and
prayers, all these can scarcely stop the destruction
...In (1822) Alsace was absolutely in the power of
mice. 'It was a living and hideous scourging of the
earth, which appeared perforated all over, like a
sieve.'"
The animal responsible for this devastation is
normally quite inconspicuous- a tiny creature,
short-legged, short-tailed , broad of face-known
commonly as the meadow mouse, or vole. The
vole rarely travels more than twenty-five feet from
its burrow. It lives less than a year. But during its
short life it is absolutely voracious. Each day it consumes its own weight in food . First it takes care of
the plants above ground ; then it burrows down after
roots and tubers . In an orchard, voles may girdle
and kill trees.
The vole population follows a typical four-year
cycle of rise and fall , proceeding from relative
scarcity to a peak of abundance, then declining and
beginning the cycle all over again. The remarkable thing about voles is their capacity under certain circumstances to increase to enormous numbers within a single breeding season. On occasion
-in Europe this occurs perhaps once in a generation-there is an increase of truly catastrophic proportions, a "scourging of the earth, " as in Alsace
in 1822.
There have been a good many locally catastrophic mouse population explosions in the United
States, the most severe in the far West. Perhaps
the most devastating of all was centered in Oregon
just a few years ago , and the damage to crops ran
into millions of dollars. Wells were polluted because
of the numbers of voles that fell into them. In the
most heavily infested areas there were two or three
thousand mice to the acre and their burrows crisscrossed the ground like a lace network. One man
counted twenty-eight thousand burrow entrances
in an area a little over two hundred f~et square.
The end of a mouse outbreak is always abrupt. At
the peak, food begins to run short and crowding
leads to tension and fighting. It is as though a trem-

or of anxiety had begun to run through the whole
population-tension, food shortage, the stress of
crowding (with demonstrable physical effects),
disease, fighting, cannibalism-all these appear
and lead into the descending spiral, a rapid decline
that ends in mass die-off. Toward the end, predatory birds gather in spectacular numbers to feed
on the mouse horde. Only then does the earth begin
to recover.
The vole cycle gives a broad picture of population
dynamics, of catastrophic increase in numbers.
In 'recent years, studies done by John B. Calhoun
have shown in great detail just what happens to
social behavior under such circumstances. Dr. Calhoun worked with rats in captivity, and he found
that under extreme crowding startling behavioral
changes occurred. Among male rats these changes
ranged from "sexual deviation to cannibalism and
from frenetic overactivity to a pathological with\lta.V~a\."
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carriages increased, nest-building ability deteriorated, and so did the ability to care for the young.
The female rats built no nests at all under extreme crowding, but bore their young on the floor of
the pen where the young rats were easily scattered
and few survived. Females lost the ability to transport the young. En route somewhere a female
would set a young rat down and then, distracted,
wander off and forget it. The scattered young were
seldom nursed, finally were left to die .
Dr. Calhoun developed a term for the social deterioration occurring under extreme crowding; he
called it the "behavioral sink."

III: Candelaria
India gets the publicity ; but Latin America is the
fastP.st-growing region of the world and one of the
most unstable. The shock of population growth
there can be incredible. By one estimate there are
a million deaths a year from starvation and malnutrition. A Notre Dame sociologist, Professor Donald N. Barrett, describes a slum where "two or
three children (are) dying per week because of the
ravenous dogs." Today the populations of Latin
America and North America are not far apart ; by
the end of this century Latin America could easily__
have as many people as China today-750,000,000,
dwarfing the U.S.
The population of India doubles every thirty-one
years ; in Colombia it doubles in twenty-three
years and there are- rural areas doubling in sixteen .
In a brief space, it is probably impossible really to
convey what this means. A Colombian doctor who
has been in the midst of it has said the implications
are " almost beyond comprehension ." To see, even
to a small extent, what this means , look at the village of Candelaria and what Dr. Alfredo Aguirre
found there-as he reported it to The Populetion
Council.

Candelaria is semi-rural-a village where , quite
literally, people !lre multiplying at such a rate in
relation to resources that almost everything has
broken down . Big families are crammed into tiny
rooms in flimsy shacks ; there isn 't enough food ;
what food there is goes mainly to the father because he must work in the nearby cane fields or
sugar mills. The children go hungry and, as Dr.
Aguirre put it, " underno11rishment means early
death for many of the children, and if death fails to
intervene ... (there will be ) delay in walking, retardation in speech development, difficulties in relating to othe-r people .. .a diminished capacity to adapt."
The adolescent in this world "may exhibit antisocial tendencies (and) ultimately abandons school
without having developed any skills. Finally he
joins the mass of unemployed ...tends to flaunt
authority ... cannot adapt to a social system that involves laws and mores of which he is'"unaware
because nobody has ever taught him, and that apparently deny to him and his family the right of survival. " This is the analytic language of social science ; behind it is the reality of Colombia: a country
on the edge of revolution, with guerrilla bands in
the mountains, disaffection in the cities, extremes
of poverty and affluence, and one of the highest
homicide rates in the world .
The typical young girl in Candelaria has a child
or two in her teens. She is unmarried, illiterate or
semiliterate, has no way to support the children .
She has , Dr. Ag!Jirre says, two options:
" One is to seek a more or less stable marital
relationship, not just out of sexual instinct but from
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jlOpulation within limits of the food supply.
But all this assumes an undistrubed environment and a complex one. In a disturbed environment, peculiar things begin to happen . For example, where man disturbs the plant environment
through cultivation, weeds proliferate as they
would not ordinarily in the wild. Where man
cultivates a single crop over wide acreage, destructive insect populations like the boll weevil
multiply as they would not normally in a natural
environment. Great mouse plagues occur where
man sets up ideal conditions for them. This suggests something about the difference between Reunion and Tikopia.
·
In Tikopia, over many generations men have
learned to live within the limitations of their world.
Every man .is in close touch with the essentials of
life-with food, water, shelter, education of the
young. Every man is aware of outer limits. To put
it in computer jargon, there is an ancient pattern of
tradition which tells him how then to carry on .
Reunion is a disturbed.environment, and in this
it is typical of most of the modern world. Reunion
is peopled with uprooted Europeans, uprooted
Africans , uprooted Indians, people for whom all
the old patterns and traditions have been smashed
by a galaxy of new forces. In the shock of change all
the old ways of dealing with the world are forgotten. Or they don 't work anymore. Or they are illegal. The uprooted man is at first baffled and disorganized because nothing works anymore. Then, increasingly, he is bitter. The old self-regulating
feedback systems will not be restored in a day ; if
they are restored at all, it will take generations.
In the meantime almost everyone on earth is out
of touch with the essentials, with the clear view of
outer limits possessed by the Tikopian. Nowhere is
the evidence of shattered patterns, of drift away
from the awareness of essentials, more apparent
today than in the United States .

National Golf Foundation desires to cover an area
the size of New Hampshire and Rhode Island with
new golf courses. In downtown Los Angeles sixtysix percent of the land is taken up by parking lots or
streets; in the whole Los Angeles area one-third of
the land is paved. The trend is toward the creation
of Los Angeles everywhere. We are developing urban complexes so vast that one can travel a hundred and more miles before reaching open country. The leapfrogging, haphazard pattern of development hastens the process of spread; in California, housing that need have covered only twentysix square miles actually knocked out two hundred
square miles of farmland.
3. Mobility. Automobiles are multiplying three
times faster than people and five times faster than
roads necessary to accommodate them. Freeways
are obsolete before completion. If all our registered
vehicles were laid end to end, the line would begin
to approach in length the total mileage of city
streets in the United States. Which suggests why
Boston had a traffic jam a few years ago-no special cause-that froze the entire downtown area for
five hours . Or why a single New Jersey jam lasted
seven hours and tied up a million and a half vehicles. Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island, who
put all these facts in a book called Megalopolis Unbound, believes that the search for perfect mobility
is leading to total immobility.
4. Farmlands. The spread of the cities takes at
least a million and a half acres of open land every
year, fifty petcent more than a decade ago, The
popular outcry has been minor; after all we have
had huge crop surpluses. But now there is some
concern. Maurice L. Peterson, Dean of Agriculture
for the University of California, has said that "urbanization of prime farmland is one of the most ser~
ious problems facing us in agriculture. The population is increasing at a far more rapid rate than
our ability to produce food , and farmers are being
forced up into the hills, where it costs more to proV: The American Environment
duce. " California produces twenty-five percent of
the nation's table food , fortythree percent of fresh
The U.S. birthrate has been declining since
vegetables, forty-two percent of nut and fruit crops.
1957. Even if this decline continues, population will
By conservative estimate, half of California's
grow at an accelerating pace for some decades to
prime cropland will go to housing and industry in
come. There were 100,000,000 Americans about fifthe next thirty-three years ; pessimists believe it
ty years ago . There are 200,000,000 now ; there will
will be eighty percent.
be 300,000,000 by 2000, assuming the continued deThe U.S. seems unlikely to have a food problem
cline in the birthrate ; and there could well be 400,000,000 by 2015 or 2020. Note that each time the pop- - soon; it has enormous capabilities in food production . This capability has a price, however, as two
ulation increases by 100,000,000, it takes far less
of our ecologists, William Vogt and Raymond F .
time than it took to add the previous 100,000,000.
Dasmann, have made quite clear. American rivThis is one aspect of acceleration, and today acers run brown because they are full of earth washed
celeration touches everything.
from the fields bordering them. Twenty years ago,
Today, according to one student of American soDr. Vogt wrote : " American civilization , founded
ciety, " It takes only a year or two for the exaggeraon nine inches of topsoil , has now lost one third of
tions to come true. Nothing will remain in the next
this soil. " Part of the Sahara and much of the barten years. Or there will be twice as much of it."
ren wasteland of the Middle East is , to a large ex(Warren G. Bennis, in Technology Review.)
tent, man-made desert. In the dust-bowl regions of
To Americans , growth has always been a " good "
the American Southwest, Dr. Dasmann has said,
-g owth stocks , the Soaring Sixties, the Baby
" What the Bedouin took centuries to achieve, we
.uv~w, "'" o1ggest Little City in the West,- etc. Inhave
almost equaled in decades. "
dia has a population crisis ; the U.S. has " growth ,"
5. The economics of change. The biggest publicthe booster philosophy, " Dig We Must for a Groww?rks project in history, according to President
ing New York ." The dismal side of all this is beEis~nhower, was the $41 ,000,000,000 public highway
coming only too apparent today : in the birth of the
proJect undertaken during his Administration .
city that never ends ; in the difficulty of getting any( W~en the American people voted for it through
where within that city, or of getting out of it, or of
their Congress, said Lewis Mumford "the most
finding (once out of it ) any place worth getting to
ch.a ritable t~ing to assume .. ..is that th~y hadn't the
that lsn 't already overrun with other escapees ; in
famtest no bon of what they were doing." ) But the
the air and water pollution; in the difficulty of findrequiremen.ts just ahead make the highway proing a doctor ; in the evolution of the Kafkaesque
gram look hke a county supervisors ' boondoggle. A
bureaucracy, corporate and governmental.
Congressional committee recently put the cost of
All this is rather ·well-known. Some aspects of
providing clean water at $100,000,000,000. The efthe situation are less well-known. For example :
1. Water. A recent writer in Science said, "A
fort to do something about air pollution is likely to
permanent water shortage affecting our standard
cost at.l~ast as much in the next thirty _years. Senof living will occur before the year 2000." This, Qf
ator RibiCoff says city rehabilitation will require
course, has all kinds of ramifications. Consider just
$1 ,000,000,000,000. A housing expert sees the need
one. In the Western states forty percent of all agfor $100,000,000,000 (a popular figure) in Federal
riculture (and much allied enterprise) depends on
housin~ a~d. The population of the country will
doubt~ m fifty years. This means-if the living stanirrigation. Much of this may have to be abandoned.
dard IS to be maintained or improved-something
Gerald W. Thomas, the Dean of Agriculture at Texas Technological College, writes that some of this
cl?se to a doubling of facilities, public and private.
Will we, then, duplicate in fifty years, and pay for,
agriculture " may have to be shifted back to the
what has taken much of the nation's history to promore humid zones in the next fifty years." This is
duce? Or will we balk at the effort and the cost, and
likely to mean higher costs to consumers. And of
course the more humid Eastern zones are precisely suffer a gradual decline in the quality of our lives?
The evidence is powerful-in failed school bond isthe ones now urbanizing most rapidly.
sues, deteriorating environment, overburdened
2. Urbanization. We are spending out over the
public facilities-that we are balking already. Eulimdscape at a phenomenal rate . Highways now
gene Black 's description of the optimist as a man
cover with concrete an area the size of Massachusetts, Connectic..tt, Vermont, Rhode Island and Dela- who believes living standards can be maintained
takes on new life.
ware. William Vogt has recorded the fact that the
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6. Pollution. Everybody knows something about
air and water pollution today. But there are exotic
effects which remain less well known:
a. Pesticides are essential to high-yield agriculture as now practiced in the U.S. Pesticides
wash from field to river to sea, where they are
concentrated by diatoms. I quote now from Lloyd
V. Berkner, who is studying the phenomenon in detail. " Now the point is this: Our supply of atmospheric oxygen comes largely from these diatomsthey replenish all of the atmospheric oxygen every
two thousand years as it is used up . But if our pesticides should be reducing the supply of diatoms or
forcing evolution of less productive mutants, we
might find ourselves running out of atmospheric oxygen ."
b. Agricultural fertilizers are another essential
of high-yield agriculture, as now practiced. They
are used in ever-greater quantities each year. Nitrates from these fertilizers are getting into water
supplies both in the U.S. and Europe. At a certain
level of concentration, the water becomes toxic .
At least one town, Garden Grove, California, has
had to shut down some of the wells providing its
public water supply because of nitrate contamination . Other towns scattered around the nation have
begun to discover similar problems. In Minnesota,
during one three-year period, fourteen infant
deaths were attributed to nitrates in well water.
c. Dr. Barry Commoner reported recently (in
his book, Science and Survival) that the burning of
fuels has caused the carbon-dioxide content of the
earth 's atmosphere to rise fourteen percent in the
past century. This has produced a general warming effect on the atmosphere. The President's Science Advisory Committee concludes that this
warming may begin melting the Antarctic ice cap
by the year 2000 (raising sea levels four feet a decade and, of course, finally inundating huge land
areas and major cities, like New York ).
d. There is a call for nuclear power today to
replace coal or oil-fired electric generating units
and thus reduce air pollution. Frank M. Stead, when
he was with the California Department of Public
Health, concluded that in his state after 1980 " electrical power sources must be progressively replaced with nuclear sources if clean air is to be maintained."

A Congressional subcommittee headed by Representative Emilio Q. Daddario of Connecticut concerns itself specifically with science and the effects of technological change. The subcommittee
reported recently : " There has been little progress
in devising a way to get rid of the toxic by-products
(of the nuclear power plant) . The best we can do
with ra9io-active waste is what we first thought of
-bury it. But someday that system will no longer
be feasible . Then what? .. .. At this point there is no
convincing evidence that anyone really knows ."
Yet nuclear power plants are being planned or built
countrywide.
The United States, of course, lacks a monopoly
on nuclear power. In a recent book, Inherit the
Earth, the zoologist N.J. Berrill finds that radioactive wastes from atomic-energy plants already
constitute a worldwide problem-"country after
country is already dumping them into the sea , to
contaminate or poison whatever life there be. Our
total inheritance seems to be at stake ' no restraint appears ."
e. More on California . Mr. Stead, the nvironmental health expert, has said : "It is cle · ly evident.. ..that between now and 1980 the .solinepowered engine must be phased out (in Ca .fornia)
and replaced with an electrical power pa, Kage ... .
The only realistic way ... .is to demand it u.~ law ...
The forces working against this-considenng many
of our largest corporations are based on the auto
industry-are vast.
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after 35 years people will start eating plankton.

or people.

VI: The Cultural Shock Front
The point should be clear—change occurs today
at a fantastic pace in the U.S. and the pace is accelerating. We have no real idea where it all leads, any
more than we know what to do with the hot waste
from nuclear power plants. We rocket along,
straight into the unknown, treasuring a Panglossian
notion that somehow it will all work out for the
best. This is true in the technological sense; equally so in the social sense.
In a sense today you can feel a tremor of anxiety
through the whole society—feel it in the city riots,
in the war, in the accelerating crime rate, in widespread unrest, unease, disaffection, tendency to
drop out, turn on, drink up. You hear it in the cry
for more police to "deal with the situation in the
cities." You hear it in the shrillness of the extremist—the point being not what is said but the anxiety exhibited and the high decibel count. All this
is directly related to population and swift social and
technological change.
Keeping in mind the stress effect, the pace of
growth and change, consider this: Population will
grow by at least fifty percent in the U.S. during
the next thirty-three years, barring catastrophe.
During the same period U.S. urban population will
come close to doubling. Thus in the most congested
areas the effects of simple population growth will
be doubled by the effects of movement and migration. Urban areas in the U.S. will grow at about the
same rate as the population of India. India today we
consider to be in a state of population crisis—but in
the U.S. the boosters are still in charge. When the
population hit 170,000,000 in 1957, Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks said, "I am happy to welcome this vast throng of new customers for America's goods and services. They help insure a rising
standard of living...." Four years later the population hit 185,000,000 and Secretary Luther Hodges led
a round of cheers at the Commerce Department.
The effects of social and technological change, of
growth and movement—these are already great in
the United States and they will be compounded in
the next thirty years. Some central cities will become highly unstable places, and what we now see
in terms of crime, rioting and disaffection is just a
preview. Today in the U.S. nearly everyone belongs
to the class of the uprooted. The factory worker's
daughter moves into the middle class; the commuter migrates daily to the city; the executive
living in Louisville develops little concern for the
affairs of his town because next year the company
will shift him to Des Moines; the rural family migrates to the city and disintegrates; the more affluent flee the city for the suburbs; Easterners go
West. Everyone, everything is in motion—as never before, anywhere.
The newspapers are filled with stories of turmoil
in the world; factories harbor a new technology
that is in the process of antiquating the skills of
millions of workers; schools prepare the young for
a world, and for jobs, that no longer exist; the accumulation of knowledge is so swift that "a major
problem in research is to find out what has been
done by others so as to avoid rediscovering the
same information." Our institutions were formed
for—and mentally and emotionally our political
and other leaders exist in—a world that has ceased
to be.
"I think," said the biophysicist John R. Piatt,
"we may he now in the time of most rapid change
in the whole evolution of the human race, either
past or to come. It is a kind of cultural 'shock
front,' like the shock fronts that occur in aerodynamics when the leading edge of an airplane wing
moves faster !ian the speed of sound and generates
the sharp pressure wave that causes the....sonic
boom."
Look at what's coming. The first industrial revolution-replaced the pick-and-shovei man. Skilled

scientists and administrators may survive the second (cybernetic) revolution, as Norbert Wiener
said, but "taking the second revolution as accomplished, the average man of mediocre attainments
or less has nothing to sell that is worth anyone's
money to buy." In other words, the computer today functions at the high-school graduate level.
High-school graduates are becoming industrially
superfluous: so is the middle-management echelon.
In a sample study made during an eighteenmonth period twenty-five percent of the men who
took the Selective Service test failed the mental
part of it. There are more than fifty million people
in the country who failed to make it through high
school, and sometime ago the Labor Department
estimated that thirty percent of students might
be high-school dropouts in the 1960'5. Whatever
the demand for skills may be or may become, we
are turning out masses of young who will be unable
to cope in a cybernated world.
It becomes essential, then, to "improve the
schools." But the rigidity of the educational bureaucracy is legendary. It would be difficult to
change the direction of this bureaucracy in any
circumstances. It will inevitably be far harder at
a time when the attention of that bureaucracy is
focused primarily on problems of growth and
change—as it must be for the next thirty years at
least.
As recently as 1963, thirty-six percent of all vocational education funds went to what must be the
single most rapidly declining major area of employment in the nation—agriculture. An investment, that is, in training for non-jobs. Much of the
rest of the vocational-education money went into
home economics. All of which says something profound about the relevance of our education efforts,
about the intellects in charge, and the capacity for
change.

Today the United States has the highest rate of
unemployment as well as the highest rate of public
dependency and population growth of any modern
industrial state. From here on, according to Philip
M. Hauser, former chief of the Bureau of the Census, population will "worsen the U.S. employment
problem, greatly increase the magnitude of juvenile delinquency, exacerbate already dangerous race
tensions, inundate the secondary schools and colleges...augment urban congestion and further subvert the traditional American Government system."
The prospect ahead for the thirty-odd millions
of poor is more poverty, or the dole, or some form
of Federal work project, perhaps all three; and it
seems highly likely that even all three will provide
no real solution. The crowd, or the mob, seems
likely to reappear as a force in politics. Watts was a
prelude.

VII: Transformation
Dr. Piatt is one of a group of people who sees the
present as a critical period of transition. A brief
composite of the group's view might go like this:
For most of his two million years, man has operated in a fairly stable—slow to change—world.
Stone Age. From generation to generation there
was almost no social or technological change.
There was no gap between generations; father was
like son was like grandson; they shared the same
world, the same outlook. And every man was in
touch with the essentials.
All this began to change with the advent of agriculture about 10,000 years ago. Food surpluses appeared. A few people, then, had time to do something other than hunt and cultivate. The efforts of
the few led to civilization and to the accumulation
of new knowledge. Knowledge brought innovation,
changes in the accumulated human pattern of two
million years. The more knowledge accumulated,
the more innovation there was, until the process

of change accelerated into the dizzy pattern of the
present.
Dr. Piatt sees the period of accelerating change
—civilization—as transitional, the step between the
old stability of the Stone Age and some new stability that may last equally long. Either we reach this
new stability or, you might say, the whole thing
goes belly-up. Because the pace of change can't
accelerate indefinitely.
The present is probably the critical period in the
transition. Dr. B.R. Sen, you remember, saw the
next thirty-five years as decisive in terms of food.
A sharp decline in population growth must come
soon, or the likelihood is reduction through famine,
war and disease. Aside from the population imbalance, the other major obstacle of the transition period is the danger of nuclear war.
Dr. Piatt sees a limit here, too, because the big
powers are playing nuclear roulette, and in the
mathematical sense if you continue to do this, "It
finally, certainly, kills you...some have estimated
that our 'half-life' under these circumstances—that
is, the probable number of years before these repeated confrontations add up to a fifty-fifty chance
of destroying the human race forever—may be only
about ten or twenty years...this cannot continue.
No one lives very long walking on loose rocks at the
edge of a precipice."
Do we make our way into the new stability, or do
we not? The class divides into optimists and pessimists. Assume we make it. There is again a divisior
into optimists and pessimists, the question being,
this time: Do we emerge into Churchill's sunlit uplands or into Orwell's 1984?
To find an answer you have to consider that:
World population is almost certain to double before any final stability is reached.
The growth of a crowd inevitably restricts freedom. In the packed subway, finally, you are unable
to raise your arms.
The crowd must be more highly organized as it
grows, to avoid chaos and to permit the technology
which supports the crowd to function.
The players are likely to be cooperative. Because
each will be a specialist. Technology demands it,
and the specialist is by definition the Dependent
Man. He cannot provide the essentials of life for
himself. He is dependent upon others to provide, to
create opinion, order, to know what must be done.
Dependent Man, properly fed and educated, is
Acquiescent Man —he who lets others do it. Programmed for conformity. "Orthodoxy means....not
needing to think. Orthodoxy is unconscious," said
George Orwell.
Herein lies the chief danger of the U.S. becoming
a beleaguered citadel in a world entering the descending spiral; the already great pressures for
conformity would become overwhelming.
Sometimes the elements of the Orwellian world
seem remarkably close. "The control of human behavior by artificial means will have become by the
year 2000 a frightening possibility. Government—
'big brother'—might use tranquilizers, or hallucinogens like L.S.D., to keep the population from becoming unruly or overindependent. More and more
subtle forms of conditioning will lead people to react in predictable ways desired by government or
by commercial interests without people quite knowing how they are hoodwinked...."—thus H. Bentley
Glass, biologist and vicepresident of the State University of New York at Stony Brook.
Recently Representative Daddario's subcommittee raised the question whether we may not reach
a day when "a magnetic public personality, provided with sufficient funds to place his image electronically before the populace as often as the psychologically programmed computers dictate, will
automatically be guaranteed election."
Reprinted from Esquire Magazine
© 1967 by Esquire
inc.
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by Peter Cumming
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Positions on Deans Advisory
Council are open for application. Please submit written
applications to SAC President.
Appointments are being considered for Education Commission Chairman. Please submit a written application to
SA C Pres.

i

and Company perform in Theatre of the Arts at Uniwat on March
14 at 8:00 p.m. Admission for
students: $1.50.
DRAMA
I cannot recommend too highly
the series of "Hamlet" plays at
University of Waterloo. You can
see the next thing to professional
theatre at a very low cost and
would be well-advised to pass up
any movie in town for this unique
experience. The production of

Hamlet has its problems (as any
production of that awfulwonderful play inevitably does) but towards the end there are parts
which surpass most other productions. Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are
Dead is produced and directed
excellently. Magnificent! As with
Hamlet, the production sometimes
becomes
distractingly
and detractingly comic, but on
the whole a fascinating work to

see. The Collage Hamlet by Marowitz is yet to come.
See this unique series of plays!
The actors in Hamlet whose
roles correspond with roles in
Rosencrantz act in both roles
to shed new light on both plays.
Hamlet, March 7 is the last
night, curtain time at 8:15 p.m.
in the Humanities Building theater at Uniwat. Directed by Mita
Scott. Admission for students:
75(C

It was disappointing (though
not totally unexpected) to find
that this university's students
(and faculty and staff) passed
up the opportunity to attend a
free performance last Wednesday night of what is perhaps the
largest, most active, and most
prestigious organization on this
Waterloo
Lutheran
campus,
University choir. Whether the
university community did not
know about the choir's home concert last week or whether it

did not care about it, the people
who stayed home are the ones

Anne Curry, affiliate artist, gave
parts of the concert a more

who lose. For they missed a
highlight of the cultural and entertainment year on campus when
the
choir exhibited more enthusiasm, talent, and discipline
than any similar group on campus.
There were bad points about
the concert. But what is frustrating is that the flaws are the
simple, mechanical, mundane
aspects of presentation, those
things which could easily be remedied but which continually
appear in all the "amateurish"
productions around the university.
The publicity was less than perfect,
technical
mastery
the
was less than professional, the
lack of smooth-flowing control of
the seconds between pieces was
less than comfortable, and the
crowd was less than overflowing.
The choir, however, was professional in every way; they deserved the more pedestrian considerations of a concert, mentioned above. A greater number of
folk pieces more evenly balanced this year's concert between
sacred and secular emphasis. The
quartette, with the help of Carrol

relaxed, informal slant. The
more traditional parts of the
were
sustained
programme
with consistent precision and
control.
Walter Kemp, Director of
the Choir, had a one-word answer when asked about the quality of this year's concert. "Wonderful," he said. He went on to
point out: "Both the musical
perfection and th'e choral discipline which the choir displayed
during the concert proved the
great enthusiasm and devotion
to the ideals of the organization
which they have held throughout
the season."
Who are the choir? Where
do they go from here? This
year's choir is the largest and
most active choir WLU has ever
seen. Freshman enthusiasm expanded last year's forty-voice
choir to give this year's choir
sixty-six voices. The same movement may put next year's
choir up to about eighty people.
It has been customary for the
choir's activities to wind up with
a tour and the home concert
about the time of Reading Week

by Jim Craig

Paul Ryan and Tabby Johnson, two young members of the Toronto cast
of Hair, show great interest in their work while talking to Cord reporter,

On February 25, Dr. Peters
spoke at the weekly I.V.C.F. supper meeting on the topic of "The
Sermon on the Mount." He began by posing two questions: How
do we interpret it and how seriously do we take it? Dr. peters

photo by aian

continued

when it is all over? Tabby wonders whether each of the members will be able to be as open
with other people as they have
been in their own select society
where thirty people are doing
the same thing.
What does HAIR mean for us
others who make up the audience?
Paul feels that it all centres on
an expression he hesitates to use
because it has been used too many
times in a "blah" sense, the
"love thing". But as he goes on
to say, this love thing is the total
of all the other words he tries
to use, communication, understanding, and compassion. And
both the young people, though
realizing some of the difficulties in the rest of society, firmly
believe something that Paul
rightly says is not new or revolutionary, that there is another
way outside of violence; love can
work.

Why should you and I go to
see the play and how should we
prepare (even though as Tabby
points out, we should really go
twice at least)? Tabby says
that they hope to reach even
just a hundred people each night
and Paul tells us to go because
it is entertaining and they both
agree that it is message in entertaining form. Study the lyrics
of the music, says Tabby, because that is where the real
message is. Then, they both

The Collage Hamlet by Charles
Marowitz is put on by the Department of English on March
12, 13,14.

Choir's Home Concert.... Wonderful

IVCF Supper

Hair

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Dead, March 6 is the last
night, curtain time at 8:15 p.m.
in the Humanities Building Theater at Uniwat. Directed by Maurice Evans. Admission for students: 75<t. Series ticket for the
two plays is $1.00.

Hawks end Season
by G. Southworth

On February 27, Hawks travelled to York university to play
Lawrentian. A Hawk win would
have put them in the finals on the
28th against undefeated York.
Hawks however, ran into some
bad luck and lost.
The team managed to stay
close in the first period and it
looked as if they might even be
able to beat Laurentian, who they
had not been able to down in both
their league encounters. The second period, however, tipped the
scales. Two deflected goals on
the part of Laurentian opened the
agree, come to see, hear, and
feel Hair with an open mind above
all.
If Tabby and Paul are representative of the Toronto cast, one
can perhaps guess why they
are the best. They are probably
the youngest and cast, and most
of them are relatively inexperienced in professional musical
work. Not in spite of this, but
because of this, the cast is not
or even performing.
acting,
Rather, they sincerely believe
—and believe with enthusiasm—
what they are saying.
Will they reach anyone? Will
they touch others? Paul says
"What we are talking about
really works. We're hoping."
Here's to hoping.

game up and killed the Hawks'
hopes of coming back.
The third period for the Hawks
proved both frustrating and disastrous. The team were unable to
come back. On top of this, one of
their defensemen, Brian Grainger, fell going into the corner to
pick up the puck. Grainger ended
up with a broken leg. This was
not the first trouble Grainger had
this year, for he cracked his
wrist in the second game against
Waterloo and missed two games
because of this.
The period ended with the
Hawks losing 8-2, with both of

their goals being scored by Jarmo Lehtonen.
This capped both a frustrating
but fairly successful season.
Before Christmas the Hawks had
lost a fair amount of games,
especially in league play. This
put a lot of pressure on them in
the concluding half of the year.
They improved immensely, nonetheless, and came up to the
ended their
challenge. They
season by winning the last two
games to pick up the third and
final playoff spot. Congratulations Hawks.
In the finals, York stayed undefeated by beating Laurentian
8-2 in a rough game. York, in
winning the OIAA championship,
now goes on to the Canadian
Tournament in P.E.I.

suggested that this sermon is
the heart of Christ's teachings and
yet many Christians say that it
is not practical. That may be true
but "has Christianity ever been
practical?"
Who are in the "Kingdom of

God," and how do they relate
to the world in which they live?
The beatitudes are a Christian's
guidelines for relating to the world
Of course it appears to be impossible to ever be able to live up
to their demands. Dr. Peters
emphasized the fact that you are
not becoming more humble, etc.
(in other words, more Christlike every day) you are already
and only have to realize it in your
daily life.
Dr. Peters outlined three basic
lessons to be learned from the
"Sermon on the Mount." He
said that we often interpret
the Bible with one foot in the Old
Testament and one in the New.

Fencing
by Ron Stubel

Last Saturday, the St. James
Town Fencing Club sponsored a
Men's Sabre and Ladies' Foil
Tournament

Individuals from Brock University, RMC. Cameron Heights,
and private clubs, as well as
myself, competed for personal
honours. As the sole representative from WLU, I managed to
make the semi finals where I
finished fifth in a fencing pool
of six. It wasn't definite when I
left, but I believe a Mr. R. English from RMC finished in first
place.
With proper training and more
support from the Athletic Department, we could have sent a
team to this tournament and
placed among the winners.

each year. But this year's choir,
after completing an expanded,

very extensive six-day tour, and
performing at home, still have
much of a season to complete.
On March 15, the choir goes to
Toronto for a special concert with
the U of T choir to premiere the
WLU choir's complete commissioned work. On March 27 (Good
Friday) at 11:00 a.m. local TV
carries a concert of the choir.
And in April, the choir sets out
for Valparaiso to represent .Canada in an international music
gathering.
This last bestowed honour signifies the growing prestige of
the choir, now well-known everywhere (except perhaps at WLU).
WLU is the only Canadian university to commission and publish the work of a Canadian composer every year for the past
three years. WLU is nationally
known for the only Canadian
affiliate artist programme in
Canadian universities. WLU is
known by universities, as seen
with the Toronto invitation on
March 15.
After seeing part of the choir's
home concert, one is pleased
but not terribly surprised that
the choir's professional discipline and amateur enthusiasm is
taking them places. Choir, you
deserve it!
That is to say that we take from
each what suits us. He said that
properly we should "put the New
on top and the Old on the bottom."
The Old Testament was qualita-

tively perfect but not quantitatively perfect. That is, it was right
as far as it went, but it didn't
go far enough. Christ and the
New Testament is the last word
and the Old Testament must be
read in the light of this fact.
He then discussed the difference
in view between the Old and the
New. Christians stand in a much
clearer light than did the Old
Testament Jews. For example,
we cannot get away with the things
that David did. The Old emphasizes the act but the New emphasizes the motive. The Parissees are externally righteous but
internally sinful by Christ's new
standards. To think of adultery
is a sin even if the act is never
committed. However, the act is
a greater sin than the thought.
Finally he spoke of the centrality of love. You can do anything, even "give your body to
be burned" but if you have not
loved it it nothing. Authentic love
is not subjective, to be defined
by each individual. Jesus demonstrated love actively by what
he did for people. Pure love comes
not from men's hearts but is
given to them by God's Spirit.
Dr. Peters finished by telling
how to avoid the "Sermon on the
Mount" in nine easy lessons. For
centuries now men have been
trying to avoid following Christ's
teaching, but have not come up
with a foolproof answer. The most
humorous one came from Nietzche. He concluded that if we
take the sermon seriously we wll
be the servants of ail men and
this he could not accept. Dr.
j

Peters

said

that Nietzche was

very perceptive.
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The School of Business and Economics comprises a siznews the busable proportion of WLU's student body
iness types consider important, if only to themselves are
incorporated in Businooz.
—

Program Aids Developing Countries
by John Kool
The International Business Program, as many may not have
been aware, was scheduled to suit
the interest of the emerging nations. In developing nations there
are many problems to be encountered shortage of skilled labour,
and professionals in many fields.
In any given nation, none of it
can ever certify itself in all its
requirements, aid therefore, it
is high time for the global world
to communicate in its exchange
-

photo by patzalek

John Kool of Kenya, a member of Waterloo Lutheran's International
Business Programme.

Business Hockey
Fourth year business, with the
help of fantastic goal tending by
league convenor Gary Scholl
defeated Economics 4 3 in last
Sundays semi-finals game at the
Waterloo arena. When interviewed, Scholl refused to take all the
praise stressing that was a great
team effort. The turning point in
the game was a goal by Dave
Wright who scored while his team
was a man short to give Business
a 2 goal lead.
-

this Sunday March 8 at 10:00PM,
Waterloo arena. During the regular season the only team that
could beat Business 2 was
Business 4, doing it twice. There's
no doubt that this will be the
best game of the season. At the
time, only Business 4's lineup
has been placed in the hands of
the convenor. It is as follows
Goal Gary Scholl Defense Dave
Higson, Larry Hashimoto, Fred
Williams, Dave Wright Forwards
Bodrug, Lloyd, McDonald, Dunn, Evles, Sutton, Lehnian, Richardson, Burgess.
Make sure to be there, Sunday
March 8, Waterloo Arena for the
final playoff game to decide the
1969-1970 Business Hockey League
Trophy winner.

week earlier when Business 2 and
Business 3 tied 2-2 but Business
2 was declared the winner due
to a two game total goal score.
The final game will be played

-

Christianity
by D. Knight

Popular ideas are really a poor
basis for a knowledge and understanding of God. The Christian
concept of God is that He
is infinite and beyond our analysis; His motives and principles
transcend our rationale. If we
try and fit Him into our popular
ideas of how He ought to function
we reduce Him to a human level;
we make Him as changeable and
as shallow as ourselves. We cannot dispose of such ideas as
eternal damnation merely because they do not correspond with
our ideas.
When the
prophet remarked
that God is "of purer eyes
than t0... look on iniquity" he was
expressing the Jewish concept
of a righteous and just God of
holiness and purity. That God
is intolerant of sin in any form
is a very restrictive idea. If we
accept that, it completely shatters our candy-coated ideas of a
benign

Father-in-the-Sky

who

understands and blithely overlooks our shortcomings or sweetly
forgives them. If God is in fact
infinite and holy He cannot condone sin; He must scmehow
banish it. This is the trauma of
the Cross. Jesus Christ takes on
Himself the guilt of the world's
sin and the penalty imposed by
divine justice.
Undeserved by us, and at His
own initiative and expense, God
reveals His mercy, His "willingwhen forness
to forgive
giveness is not merited". God
is not (as our traditional (con-

that what I am learning in the

-

Thoughts...

as a practical way of learning. The
plants visited are not only the
steel companies, but even the food
industries
International Harvester, Weston Bakeries, etc
Another advantage in plant tours,
is the opportnity of meeting
the
executive members of the plants
visited, whereby what you may
not have understood while touring the plant is explained. The
industries visited are not only the
small industries, but even the
large industries with a great
annual output.
We are all living in a business
world where changes are uncountable, and as a businessman this
offers you other advantages of
meeting to discover what businessmen in this end of the global
world are doing. We not only
learn as businessmen to make a
profit, but we learn to communicate in business exchange whereby what is known as export is
born in the hand of the wise.
From the social point of view,
many of you who may not have
known about this program have
not only the chance of reading
these articles, but the chance
to ask the participants in the program what might not have been
recorded here.
The participants in the International Business Program are
people with wide experience in
different fields, and I am sure
they will always tell you what
you may ask them. Why wait.
ask them to-day!
-

..

by H. Becks

-

-

-

The
winner of the other
semi final had been decided a

of requirements.
What we are learning at the
moment may not be met in most
countries immediately, but as
the world is changing with various
diversifications taking place, the
the information will be valuable
in the future. To be specific, this
may result from lacking the
chances to implement everything (due to, for example,
lack of purchasing power and
many other related facets) but
what may not be implemented
today, may be possible tomorrow.
International
Business
The
Program is open to both ladies
and gentlemen from the emerging
nations who have had business
background in their respective
countries.
Kenya, my home country, has
a high demand for a well skilled
labour force. I hope and trust

program will be of great benefit,
either in short term or in a long
term range (mind you, Rome was
not built in a day). There is
nothing in life like going out
to see what the rest of the world
is doing; otherwise, you may end
up by saying, 'It is only my
mother who makes a delicious
dish'.
I am a member of the Masai
Trade, which many of you may
have read about, or even seen
while on a visit to Masai land
the country of milk and honey!
The type of training in this program will extend my experience
in business in the Masai land,
where business experience is
in high demand. We, in the Masai
Tribe, do not only follow the
'cow trend' (being the nomadic
Tribe, as many might have heard)
but also, we are in business like
anyone else in this changing
world (i.e. retail stores, wholesalers and tourist business).
By the way, if you ever visit
Kenya as a tourist, don't forget
to visit the MASAI famous touring
lodge known as KEEK-OKOK
LODGE, whereby your interest
will be met, both in seeing people
as well as the wildlife!
Plant tours are part of the program specially scheduled to offer
students the facilities to see different operations in different plants,

cept suggests) "swift to remove
His favour when man does not
merit it in His eyes". Rather,
man can never merit divine
favour, yet God has shown it
...and He has shown it to all men.
This is no sadistic being. He has
made the first move and we are
offered total forgiveness as a
free gift. (Again, amazingly irrational to our minds.)
God does not, however, glibly
brush sin aside just because it
has been paid for by Christ. He
has offered his love and awaited
our response in accepting it.
What abdut the consequences
of rejecting or neglecting God's
first move. Our reasoning says
that eternal punishment is unfair. But then does anyone have
the right to expect anything else?
Who are we to demand that God
bestow goodness on us?—especially if we willfully neglect
what He has already offered. The
problem is a mystery but we do
have the opportunity to avoid it
in Jesus who endured an suffered
the Eternal Justice.
Christianity is not a religion of
eternal damnation; it is a relationship of forgiveness, love and
companionship with God through
the man Jesus. Nevertheless,
Jesus himself talked at great
lengths about the awesome and
endless consequences of not following Him. Christianity is indeed a positive religion; it is the
assured offer of Divine Life without which we are most hopelessly lost.

There is always the discussion
about what love is and what it
should be. Being a jumper-onbandwagons from away back, I
feel compelled to add my words
to the copious reams written on
the subject. It seems to be very
important in this culture not to
be left out of anything that is
socially acceptable. The usual
way to approach the subject is to
define it, and judge its value by
a logical analysis. Just for a switch
(not really, but that's a catchy
phrase,) I'll try a different
approach. Let's assume that love
is. Taking that into account, it
then becomes unnecessary and
contradictory to ask what love
should be. If you should choose
the alternative—that love is not,
that's your problem and you need
read no further (that is, assuming that you have read this far,
and I unabashedly make that
assumption.) For there we come
to the matter of what love is
(assuming that love is, which...)
I, for one, would be very disappointed if someone were to say
definitively, exactly what love is.
Part of love is its diversity, its
mystery, and its conceptual individuality. A definition, though
helpful, is only a statistic (said
he, assuming that statistics are
not the only standard...heresy!)
Only you can say what love is to
you (said he,
sounding like
Smokey the Bear.) Everyone's
love is different, personal. What
is love to one is just sex to another (and it's immoral, disgusting,
filthy licentious corruption to
more than a few people who have
my deepest sympathy.)
Finding your own concept of
love can be an exhilarating, moving experience, or an excruciat-

ing self-inquisition, depending on
the degree of your natural predisposition toward masochism.
(Is that just an assumption?)
More often than not, this concept
search combines into a sort of
exhilarating purgatory.
Of course, the only way to find
this concept is to experience it,
unless you'd rather be a voyeur
(said he, being somewhat snide.)
A few things you never imagined
possible will likely be revealed
about yourself. You'll probably
be greatly enlightened about
other people. (You might notice
to your great disgust, that you're
one of them.) You might become
addicted to the beauty of love
and decide that it's the only
way to live. You may smile
knowlingly when Don Crawford
says: "It's a real bitch to love
everybody all of the. time !" You
may discover that love is paradoxical, in that it is the easiest
thing you can do, yet it requires
all the emotional energy you can
muster. You might find that love
is give-and-receive, and that it
cannot be buy-and-sell. Hopefully
you'll find that love is now; it
can't be yesterday, although it
may have been. You won't find
out until tomorrow whether or
not it will be. You may discover,
through your love-concept, that
your attitude toward inter-personal relationships in general
will change. Your emphasis may
switch to the mutuality of your
relationships. You may forget
how to "expect" favours from
others, and you'll laugh with
sympathy at the thought of "going
steady" and other such insecuritycontrived devices. You might not
even bat an eyelash at the thought
of "shacking up". You will prob-

Burke on Biafra
About two months ago, Stanley Burke visited this campus
and talked to the students of
WLU about Biafra. Burke was
the former announcer for the
eleven pm. news on the CBC
network, but gave up his 30

thousand dollar a year

ably find yourself looking into a
full-length, multi-dimensional lifemirror, being exceedingly disgusted at the ugliness, yet accepting, optimistically, (unless of
course what you see is flawless,
in which case I pity you for being
condemned to such a boring experience.) You may find yourself
analyzing the past realistically,
accepting it, and not letting it
hang you up, because it no longer is. One thing that you will
know, if you search at all, is that
what I have suggested is true,
but there's one hell of a lot more
to it. The quest never ends. Or,
there is a very great chance
that you'll succumb to that ageold instrument for the preservation of sociological myths, the
Social Conscience, "what the
people think."
But then how do you fight
the social conscience? If you
are insecure, lacking in, or devoid of self-assurance, if you are
hung up about your (or somebody else's) past, if you are
afraid of change, if you cannot
give without expecting to be paid,
if you act blindly without thinking, if you think too much and
never do anything, you need not
worry about fighting the social
conscience—you are the social
conscience! (The foregoing was
a cynical comment; was that
all it was?) As such you'll likely
never love, but that can't make
too much difference if you don't
know the meaning of the word.
The word means nothing, but
love means . . . well, that's up to
you. I care.

HARRY BECKS
S Hall 220

I

by Diana Urquhart

job to
work for Canair Relief—a decision reached after witnessing the
horror in Biafra.
Initially, Burke dealt specifically with the historical background of the Ibo succession,

but gradually he expanded his
scope to a universal level and
used Biafra to illustrate the
sacrificing of people to "paper
politics" in the modern world.
The problem in Biafra basically
continued page 11
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Representatives of

Vietnam Conference
Last Monday, 15 nations met in
an international conference hosted
by Canada and Great Britain. The
objective of the conference was to
resolve the Vietnam conflict in
such a way as would be mutually
acceptable to all the nations con-

cerned.

At the first session of the three
day conference, following the pattern of Geneva, Great Britain and
the U.S.S.R. were nominated by
Poland as co-chairmen, a motion
which appeared to have been prearranged. This was the first of

many similar indications of the influence of back-room politicking

on all countries's "official" conference policies.
The first subject brought before
the conference was the defacto recognition of China. Several countries, Australia in particular, wished to make clear the distinction between de facto and de jure recognition (that is, the present government as distinguished from the
rightful government.) After some
debate the matter was settled
when China accepted de facto recognition.
Following this, an abortive attempt was launched by the Soviet
Union, with the seconding of Poland, to seat the People's Revolutionary Government (PRG) as a
voting delegate, since it was maintained that they represented a significant amount of South Vietnamese. At this point it was made
clear to the conference that the
delegations of South Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand would walk out if
the PRG were in any way represented at the conference table.
After the motion was voted down
the Canadian delegation presented its peace proposal. This was immediately rejected by the Democratic Republic of North Vietnam, who denounced it as a "scandalous document" which would
"emasculate" the North Vietnamese. They were supported in
their criticism by China and

Burke

continued

is
one of forcing
nineteenth
century political concepts on
the people of Africa in a twentieth century world. To Burke, the
"printing press mind" sums
up the spirit of this colonial system—a system of dividing up
the world into nice colour schemes
of nationalities and investing
the majority with power. This
concept is advocated for the
Biafrans by Mr. U Thant of the
United Nations. Thant commended the "humanitarian" instincts
of the Nigerians in refusing to
submit to a Biafran succession
and for maintaining the solidarity
of a United Nigeria.
Burke does not see the possibility of maintaining a United
Nigeria or the necessity of such
in the face of such open resentment. Peoples, not states, should
be sacred: numerous minorities
rather than one clear-cut majority should be considered. He
cited the world revolution of the
electronic age and its subsequent decentralization—a phenomenon of expanded neighbourhood brought about by the communications media. The Africans. however, are still forced
to revert to the pattern of the past.
The rights of all humanity
must be protected, instead we
westerners
the
intellectualize
horror. How many deaths constitute genocide? Our generals
follow the old "all's fair in love
and war" policy. Politicians remind us of the flight of the Biatran leader Ojukiru and miss the
point of the right of a people to
self-determination and the duty of
the world to care!
What does the future hold for
Stanley Burke. Who knows 9 But
as he says, it will surely be in
television for "there's a revolution starting, and I want to be
there!"

France, who challenged the plan's
dependence upon United Nations
intervention.
On this sour note the first session of the conference came to an
end.
*

*

*

Day two was hectic with activity. Criticism of the Canadian plan
was furious. The attack was led by
India who maintained that the presence of a United Nations peacekeeping force would only serve to
heighten tension, and that reunification of Vietnam should be worked out by the parties concerned.
Following this Australia assumed
a new tack, questioning whether
it was necessary that Vietnam be
reunited at all, since the war was
being fought primarily in the
south, and the two countries had
become rather distinct entities.
After being hard-pressed to defend
their position, the Canadians were
then confronted by the Chinese and
North Vietnamese, whose major
criticisms were that they would
"not entertain the thought of replacing one imperialistic force
with another foreign intruder!"
The North Vietnamese were especially vehement in their objection that the Canadian plan violated the sovereignity of their country and sought to "impose a solution to serve their own purposes
with little regard for the indigenous people of the area." Furthermore, there was "no provision for
the removal of the militarist aggressors of the Saigon puppet
government who have mercilessly
continued to wage a war of oppression against the people of
the Southern zone."
South Vietnam attempted to rebut the North's arguments, at
which point North Vietnam walked out of the conference room. The
South maintained that they could
not be held the aggressor when the
war took place exclusively within
the boundaries of the South, but
that nonetheless, they would fight
to their own extinction.
Subsequently, three other proposals were tabled by India and Japan jointly, Poland, and Thailand
for discussion in the next session,
because of the lateness of the
hour.
*

*

*

Debate resumed on the third day
with detailed clarifications of the
three plans. Following this, the
North
Vietnamese
introduced
their own plan for peace, which
was hastily rejected by a vote of
14 against, none for, with one abstention. Seeking vengeance perhaps, the North Vietnamese
moved that a vote be taken finding
the Thai plan unacceptable. Because of the manner in which the
motion was phrased some confusion was caused due to the fact
that a "yes" vote meant the plan
was unacceptable while a "no"
vote meant that it was acceptable.
In any event the proposal was voted down; 8 for rejection, 6 against
rejection and one member abstaining. The question was then raised
by France as to whether the Thai
proposal could be voted on once
again, this time for acceptability by
the conference. However, the International Lawyers declared the
motion out of order since no proposal can be voted on more than
once.
Feeling the pressure of working
against the clock, the British delegation suggested that the conference should at least agree to a
ceasefire and the sending of all
proposals to the United Nations.
Their motion was seconded by
France and received unanimous
support.
South Vietnam, with the support
of a majority of delegations, departed from the proscribed agenda
in order to discuss the nature of
the supervisory force. Once again
China reiterated their stand on the
United Nations and demanded that
the United States withdraw from
the country within one month of el•

ections. They also used the opportunity to announce their wholehearted support of the India-Japan
proposal. After some discussion
had taken place, the Australian
delegation moved that the United'
Nations form the peace-keeping
force, a motion which was soundly defeated.
It was in the final thirty minutes
of the conference that all the politicking came to the fore. At that
point it appeared that the accepted
resolution would be either the Indian-Japanese or Canadian. Subsequently these countries attempted to stab each other in the back.
A meeting involving their representatives agreed to a mutual abstention on the other's plan. Canadian hopes rested on the possibility that the India-Japan plan would
not obtain the necessary two thirds
majority in order to be passed. In
that event the Canadian proposal,
probably with some amendments,
would have necessarily been adopted. Whether each country would
have kept the agreement is questionable.
Just as it appeared that the conference would not reach a final accord, a desperate move was initiated by the US and the Soviet Union in an attempt to come up with
an amalgamated plan based upon
the Indian-Japanese proposal.
Several nations were involved
in this back-room endeavour,
including India, Sweden, Japan
and North Vietnam, resulting
in a plan that bore little resemblance to the original proposal. The plan that did emerge
was read to the conference by Sweden and it was apparent to the informed observer that this was to
be the plan adopted by the conference. And indeed, after a slight
commotion (Laos voiced extreme
concern over the fact that the plan
made no provision to stop the war,
but merely to put a halt to the war
in Vietnam, and that the fighting
could conceivably move to other
South Eastern nations.) was
passed by a vote of 12 for, 2
against, and one abstention.
Those that voted against the
proposal were Canada, because of
the lack of United Nations involvement, and China, because they
didn't want any type of supervisory force in Vietnam. Australia
was the nation that abstrained
due to the fact that while U.S. withdrawal is specified and direct, the
withdrawal of North Vietnamese
troops is not specifically defined.
They did not vote against the proposal because it would have been
"a direct slap in the face to our
American counterparts who accepted the proposal."

the Nations
Great Britain: H. David and G. Vrooman
Canada: B. McKinnel and S. Craigie
U.S.A.: G. Parker and G. Ferguson
U.S.S.R.: A. Tonks and B. Lychytschenko and J. Jurkovich
France: C. LeFaive and P. Calaguird
People's Republic of China: K. Brekenridge and J. Usatis
Laos: S. Dubecki and J. Lynch
India: H. Sniderman and G. Stephenson
Poland: G. Williamson and R. Landkowski
Australia: D. Barber and G. Flazbard
Japan: J. Toni and T. Etele
Democratic Republic of Vietnam: D. Ampleford and R. Chareton
South Vietnam: S. Brown and R. Weber and P. Gazzola
Sweden: B. Jones and D. McCusker
Thailand: K. Singh and
International Lawyers: M. Oliver and B. Wilson and B. Staranchuk
and H. Oretsky
Vietnam Conference Committee:

Co-ordinator: G. Kaufman
Secretary: Mrs. N. McLaren
Researchers: M. Scott, P. Nicol, P. Modeland and Mrs. Elaine Rees
Advisor: Prof. N. Nyiri

The Peace Proposals
CANADA:
Under U.N. Security Council control:
peace force in North and South Vietnam
neutralization of Vietnam for ten years
provisional government
supervise economic reconstruction
ensure free elections
Provisions for a Unified Vietnam:
five provinces with a federal government at Hue
U.N. recognition
INDIA-JAPAN:
no U.N. involvement
independant supervisory force composed of units from India,
Poland, Japan, Sweden, Great Britain and France.
inclusion of PRG in the provisional government
elections within 8 months
all troops withdrawn within 18 months.
POLAND:
U.N. force to oversee elections
to provide for the neutralization of North and South Vietnam
for twenty years
and to provide economic aid
No security Council veto, all Vietnam decisions should be
approved by plurality vote.
U.N. recognition.
THAILAND:
U.N. Security Council to enforce withdrawal
neutralization of Vietnam
elections within two years
referendum on reunification
U.N. supervision of economic aid
NORTH VIETNAM:
Peace force composed of Sweden, India, S. Ireland, Yugoslavia, and possibly an African nation.
PRG to become security force and to provide names of officials to be removed from office because of their aggressive, warring tendencies.
removal of all foreign troops within thirty days
release of all political prisoners
no cease fire until a negotiated settlement is reached.
SWEDEN:
same as India-Japan with the following additions:
withdrawal of foreign troops from country one month prior
to elections
economic aid to North and South Vietnam
self-determination of North and South guaranteed
U.N. will have power to stop future aggression
U.N. recognition for North and South Vietnam
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Robert Thompson on Nigeria
"As a Canadian, I am shocked

and shaken as I return from Nigeria." With these words, Robert N.
Thompson, MP, and part-time professor in the Political Science department began his report on Biafra. When the report was released
to the House of Commons a general uproar ensued. Mr. Thompson
stated that critics of his report
received more press coverage
than the report itself. With this in
mind the Cord presents a summary of his observations.
The comments on starvation
were the most provoking. Thompson agreed with the Secretary
General of the League of Red
Cross Societies, Mr. H. Beer, in
saying that "There are pockets of
urgent need but reports that large
numbers are still in the bush have
been exaggerated." Furthermore,
the one thousand children photographed at Uli airport were starving not because there was no food,
but because there was no one to
bring food to them; when adequate
food supplies were only a few
miles away.
The main problem was distribu-

by Charles Yolleck
tion and the distance between food

stations. These problems should be
partially remedied by the recent
shipment of British Land Rovers
and trucks.
The treatment of prisoners of
war is remarkable "Invariably it
is with respect and great joy, as
they embrace each other." When

Thompson interviewed ex-soldiers
and asked them why they joined
the army, almost all replied "In

order to get food."
Rigid control of all foreign aid
by the Nigerian Federal government is a backlash reaction. It is
felt that only the aid of Caritas,
Joint Church Aid, and Ganair-relief as well as that of France, Portugal and Israel made the civil war
possible, "...the political implications run so deep for the Christian Church that the damage done
is almost irreparable." This distinction between the humanitarian
aid and blood money for a rebel
cause is difficult to ascertain. "It
is only because of our long record
of friendship that Canada still
stands in comparative good will."

Biafran propaganda is another
aspect of the situation. Since most
of Nigeria's diplomats and students studying abroad were Ibos,
Biafra was provided with worldwide agents. Secondly, "always
headline hungry, the media found
the misery of Biafra a natural."
Nigerian handling of the press
was a boon to Biafra. When they
(the press) were eventually allowed into Biafra newsmen were delayed more than seven hours wait
ing for a plane. Arriving at Port
Harcourt, they found no accommodation arrangements had been
made. Finally, five of the original
89 were taken into the former Biafran state. Surely the government
of Nigeria had nothing to gain by
this conduct, but "Is it too much
to expect the news media to do a
responsible job—to balance the
bad with the good?"
"The lesson of the civil war is
that Nigeria must now be one nation. Nigeria can yet be what all of
us who knew it ten years ago
thought it would become—that is.
the greatest nation in Africa."
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